ABSTRACT Here we report the whole-genome sequences of 15 clinical Streptococcus suis strains isolated from pigs in Switzerland. Although they originated from the same host and geographic origin, the strains showed a large amount of diversity.
The average nucleotide identity (ANI) of the strains was calculated according to Richter et al. (6) using PyANI (https://github.com/widdowquinn/pyani). The ANI of strain PP422 was only 88 to 89% compared to the other strains in this study, thus showing a high genomic diversity which was already observed previously in this species (7) . The other strains had an ANI of at least 94.6%, which is below the ANI cutoff for species differentiation of 95 to 96% (6), confirming again the diversity of the species S. suis.
Our results highlight the massive diversity within the pathogenic species S. suis, even between strains from the same host and region. Since the breeding of pigs is quite consolidated in Switzerland, this opens up possibilities for strain tracing in case of human disease outbreaks.
Data availability. All these sequences have been published in GenBank under SRA accession no. SRR8290481 (PP203), SRR8290480 (PP269), SRR8290479 (PP386), SRR8290478 (PP422), SRR8290477 (PP423), SRR8290476 (PP425), SRR8290475 (PP463), SRR8290474 (PP464), SRR8290473 (PP536), SRR8290472 (PP730), SRR8290484 (PP735), SRR8290483 (SS1014), SRR8290486 (SS29), SRR8290485 (SS470), and SRR8290482 (SS8). All these sequences have also been published in GenBank under the genome accession no. RSDR00000000 (PP203), RSDQ00000000 (PP269), RSDP00000000 (PP386), RSDO00000000 (PP422), RSDN00000000 (PP423), RSDM00000000 (PP425), RSDL00000000 (PP463), RSDK00000000 (PP464), RSDJ00000000 (PP536), RSDI00000000 (PP730), RSDH00000000 (PP735), RSDG00000000 (SS1014), RSDF00000000 (SS29), RSDE00000000 (SS470), and RSDD00000000 (SS8).
